GLA Executive Board Meeting
Friday, July 17, 2015 -- 10:00 am - 12:00 pm
Porter Memorial Library
Covington, GA
Present: Lace Keaton, Cathy Jeffrey, Karen Manning, Ariel Turner, Ashley Dupuy, Lorene Flanders,
Rita Spisak, Susan Morris, Carolyn Fuller, Geri Mullis, Kara Mullen, Angela Megaw, Annissa Roberts,
Tamika Barnes, Eli Arnold, Benjamin Barton, Casey Long, Elizabeth McKinstry, Wendy Cornelisen
Call to Order: Lace called the meeting to order at 10:04 AM
Welcome and Introduction: Lace introduced a namecard system to help the board identify voting and
non-voting members: white cards signify voting members, yellow signifies non voting members and blue
cards signify committee chairs. Everyone with a white or yellow namecard received a full meeting packet
with the handouts.
Approval of Agenda: Prior to approval, the 2015 GLA award winners were added to the agenda.
●

MOTION (Ariel Turner): Motion to approve the agenda.
○ SECONDED (Eli Arnold, Angela Megaw)
○ MOTION PASSED.
Approval of Minutes:
April 14, 2015 meeting
No corrections or changes.
●

MOTION (Eli Arnold): Motion to approve the minutes.
○ SECONDED (Rita Spisak)
○ MOTION PASSED.
(Secretary’s note: Approved minutes not included as an appendix because they are available on the GLA
website here: http://gla.georgialibraries.org/Execminutes/exec_minutes.htm)
GLA Reports
1. President’s Report (Lace Keaton) – Lace attended ALA on behalf of GLA. At the day-long
chapters forum meeting, which included association presidents across the nation, everyone was
talking about our same issues; large boards, difficulty updating handbooks and/or bylaws, and
term limits on presidents. Presidents serving only one year terms find it difficult because by the
time you get the hang of it you’re out, but others who serve longer say it’s too long.
Recommendation from the meeting that presidents decide on an initiative or what to accomplish
in one year instead of trying to fix everything. Lace would like for us to define what we want to
do this year.
2. COMO Report (Lace Keaton): Registration should be up today. Ariel Turner confirmed COMO
2015 registration is now up. There was a delay because someone was on vacation. SELA has
expressed interest in another joint conference, possibly 2016. SELA would want a portion of the
proceeds, as per usual. Will be decided at the next SELA board meeting, August 14/15, 2015. The
portion of proceeds received by SELA depends on the number of SELA members who sign up.
This year the proceeds will be split between GAIT and GLA based on attendance at COMO. A
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question was asked about hotels for COMO, and it was reported that the Hilton attached to the
Classic Center was already booked. There is a 115 rate at the Hotel Indigo. Official hotel details
about COMO have not yet been publicized.
Treasurer’s Report (Ashley Dupuy): Distributed P&L and Balance sheet (See Appendix I).
Everything is pretty consistent. Also we have a CD that does not make enough money for
scholarships although it is designated as scholarship funds. We’re in the black on the P&L, will
have another bump in membership before COMO, and should have more money in the next few
months. There is $9,000 for the rest of the year. We’re on track with the final budget approved.
Sometimes we get requests for things in the middle of the year that aren’t in the budget, but
there’s no procedure at this point for dealing with it, so can we work out a way to handle this?
Cathy Jeffrey asked what the checkbook balance is at the moment. We have $82,000 in checking,
and 2 CDs worth $130,000. $9,000 is what part of the budget we have not yet spent. We do have
other money not being spent. Lace Keaton asked about GLA putting money into COMO. Cathy
Jeffrey, COMO Treasurer, reported that there’s $5,000 in the COMO checking account right now,
and there will be more money coming in from registration and vendors. If not sufficient then
GLA may have to put money into COMO. GLA has made a donation of the deposit for the
speakers, which was in the budget. No requests for money have been received for COMO yet.
Wendy Cornelisen asked if the income for COMO listed on the P&L was post-payments/splitting
with SELA and GAIT, and it is.
Administrative Services Report (Kara Mullen): Administrative Services Report distributed
(See Appendix II). The GLA Midwinter conference has been set for January 22, 2016 at Clayton
State University. The listserv number is higher than membership, probably because some people
choose to subscribe with more than one email address. Membership is on par for this time of the
year, up from April, with the professional membership numbers at the highest they have been in
years. Student membership numbers are low, probably because ALA is slower to process the joint
memberships. Lace Keaton told public library directors to renew every national library month to
help them remember. Most people renew right before COMO, so we expect an increase over the
next few months. There are 679 members currently. Kara will send Ariel a list of newly renewed
and new members so that she can get it to CCRT for COMO postcard distribution. Also, Georgia
Archives will be in touch soon with a membership request.
GLQ Report (Virginia Feher): No report.
ALA Councilor’s Report (Lorene Flanders): Lorene also attended ALA. This year, registration
exceeded 22,000, bigger than the last 3 years. Lorene will send full report to Ariel (See Appendix
III). Emily Knox has entered into a 3 year agreement to teach on intellectual freedom and
censorship, on behalf of the International Federation of Library Associations. ALA membership
will formally add members of United for Libraries, which will increase membership. The council
approved a 67 million dollar budget ceiling, and resolutions were voted on, including one to
honor Cynthia Graham Hurd of the Charleston County Public Library. Lorene attended chapter
relations forums/meetings, and found that hot topics of discussion include issues GLA often talks
about - membership, diversity, declining attendance -- which other states are grappling with.. Ben
Hunter, the incoming Chair of the Chapter Relations Committee, was elected to ALA’s Budget
and Planning Committee.
In other news, Courtney Young is coming COMO and will co-present with Amy Eklund and
Lorene Flanders on Thursday morning on “Adventures in Leadership: Libraries as Change
Agents in the Quest for Success”.

The 2017 ALA midwinter meeting will be held in Atlanta, and there are a number of host chapter
benefits, including: 10x10 booth on exhibit floor, 2 complimentary registrations for officers or
directors, reception invitations, mailing labels, discounts, free meeting space, and other perks.
Should GLA shift our midwinter meeting? ALA will host preconferences if we bear the cost, and
we’ll receive revenue. The same with tours and events, and GLA can sell items at the conference.
Wendy says that GPLS is very interested in helping with ALA Midwinter events. Lorene
suggested setting up a subcommittee to plan for ALA/GLA Midwinter 2017. Amy could chair as
the incoming Councilor, along with the 2017 president.
Division Reports
1. Academic Library Division (Angela Megaw): Casey Long, as a part of PACE, has coordinated
a statewide webinar/workshop on the ACRL framework. The webinar had 32 institutions
represented across the state at 9 live locations. Angela was a facilitator and there was a lot of
interaction, communication, and learning from one another. This idea came about at GLA
Midwinter. There wasn’t a budget, so funding came out of local participants’ budgets. PACE
would like to do something like this every year with budget from GLA. The ALD could do this
every summer. No final count on people yet, but more attended than were registered. No
registration fee. Speaker was free.
2. Public Library Division: No report.
3. Paraprofessional Library Division (Annissa Roberts): There is a strong possibility of 10 new
members coming aboard. The COMO Planning Committee approved a PLD-sponsored proposal
for COMO. PLD attempted to find someone from the academic side to speak as well but couldn’t
get confirmation, so the panel will be the GCPL director, 2 librarians and one paraprofessional,
with Annissa as the moderator. PLD also has notes on the handbook section, but will discuss that
under the Handbook Committee.
4. School Library Division: No report.
5. Special Library Division: No report.
6. Trustees Friends Division / FOGL (Lorene Flanders): Lorene is on the FOGL board, so she
will speak on FOGL. Lorene attended one of their meetings recently and floated the idea that a
member of FOGL could be added to the GLA board, and vice versa, having a GLA member serve
on the FOGL board. There is interest in coordinating the two groups but not necessarily merging.
GLA interested in encouraging them to attend COMO for workshops/etc, perhaps as a
preconference. FOGL is open to more interaction/formal involvement with GLA. Cathy noted
that there used to be a more formal relationship between FOGL and GLA. Lace supports
involvement with FOGL, Cathy asked if this would create competition/conflict with the GLA
friends division. Wendy asked how active is the trustees/friends division? Kara reported that there
are 31 current members interested in the division, including various types of librarians which
include the current FOGL president. Cathy suggested potential for discounted membership for
FOGL members. Kara reported that there is a $20 rate for friends/advocates. Lace suggested that
we get Gordon’s input, and will add this to the agenda for the October meeting as old business.
7. Interest Group Council (Benjamin Barton): Benji has submitted information to the handbook
committee for an entry for a new interest group – Library Facilities. It is included in the packet
for handbook discussion. For COMO, 7 interest groups have been scheduled to hold business
meetings Friday at 8 am. Working with NMRT and Eli Arnold to reserve a location for the
NMRT interest group dinner the Thursday night of COMO. Elizabeth McKinstry added that
someone approached her about setting up a mailing list about makerspaces in Georgia libraries
and asked where to direct them/if that would be appropriate as a new interest group? She will put

them in touch with Benji to discuss creating a new interest group. Brief discussion of broadening
the group to something less topical, such as emerging technologies.
8. New Members Round Table (Eli Arnold): Eli sends a welcoming email to new members after
getting lists from Kara, mail merged so that the emails are individual. NMRT had a joint MLIS
program college fair at OU with MALA in May. 4 programs were represented there and 50 or so
people attended, so it was successful. Atlanta Fulton County Public Library emailed every staff
member in the system, which was effective. Next year NMRT/MALA will reach out to
surrounding county directors for publicity and hope to make it an annual event. VSU, USC,
Clayton State and UNC were all present plus one other alumni represented program. Oglethorpe
University hosted the event for free and John and Eli brought snacks themselves. NMRT has been
joining with MALA for a few things this year. At COMO, there will be the resume review clinic,
the dinner, and a COMO first timers session on Wednesday during the first session.
Committee Reports
1. Awards (Lace Keaton): Jean Cook is absent but forwarded a list of award winners to the board
beforehand, which requires board confirmation. Winners:
Bob Richardson: Linda Jones
Charles Beard: Margie Young
GLA Team Award: Kennesaw Voyager Group
McJenkin-Rheay: Kimberly Boyd
Nix-Jones: Roni Tewksbury
● MOTION (Ashley Dupuy): Ashley Dupuy moves to accept the award winners.
○ SECONDED (Eli Arnold)
○ MOTION PASSED.
2. Constitution/Bylaws: No report.
3. Governmental Relations (Wendy Cornelison): The Legislative Roundup for Georgia Libraries
Webinar was held on Wednesday. Reviewed the 2015 legislative session and discussed plans for
the 2016 session. Library prints were distributed during the 2015 session. Will be moderating an
advocacy session at COMO with public library directors talking about ways to build community
and advocate with local representatives.
4. Handbook: No report. Handbook changes to be discussed under New Business.
5. Membership (Karen Manning) – Tried to coordinate other local library groups hosting annual
meetings at COMO but missed the proposal deadline. MALA and AABIG may hold informal
meetings there this year. The meetups are flourishing. The first one is a pool party scheduled for
July 26 in Douglasville. The purpose is to talk to people about investing in themselves and the
association. Membership has been working with the PR Committee to disseminate the
information. Someone from SCAD wants to host one there but needs a headcount, so the PR
Committee and Karen have discussed creating an evite link on the website for each event so that
the hosts can know how many to expect. Geri, Eli and Karen will have a discussion about it.
Glynn County Library Council have breakfast 4 times a year, and will have one in September at
the Brunswick library. Potential there to expand into a meetup. NMRT also has some funds that
could fund the event. If sponsored by GLA, potential to invite surrounding counties too. There
will be some meetups in North Georgia, Athens, and Fayette County, so a lot of areas will be
covered. Karen is trying to get them all scheduled before the conference.
6. Nominating: No report.
7. Public Relations (Elizabeth McKinstry): Has been slower over the summer, but PR is working
on two selfie booths for COMO. One is going to be an adventurer background and the other one
is one of the Unshelved strip that you can put yourself into it. PR is working closely with

scholarship, carterette and membership on publicizing events. Please let Elizabeth know if you
need help getting the word out. Results of social media survey: people are happy with GLA’s
Facebook and Twitter presences and no other places should be opened up. Currently PR is
establishing processes and procedures, mailings, getting on listservs, and getting lists together.
Ashley Dupuy noted that Elizabeth and PR have increased the number of people attending
Carterette webinars. Eli Arnold added a thank you for the college fair publicity. NMRT just sent
information and Elizabeth created a graphic and handled the publicizing.
8. Records: No report.
9. Scholarship: No report.
10. Student Assistants & Student Media Festival: No report.
11. Carterette Series (Casey Long) – Ashley Dupuy joined the team officially in January. Ashley
has been streamlining documents and got us connected with the PR Committee. We have had 4
webinars this year with plans for 4 more. In total we have had 953 attendees and 1742
registrations this year. On average 55% of registered people attend the webinars. People from all
over the world attend, with strong representation from Georgia each time. Carterette tries to vary
the webinars – one for the Public Library Division (Fandom), which was very popular, one for
ALD academic framework, one on gender stereotypes, and one on how people engage on
information. The next webinar on July 29, will be on open educational resources, featuring Mary
Ann Cullen. Currently there are 167 individuals registered for that webinar. In September we’ll
have webinars on genealogy and collaboration between Technical Services and Access Services.
We have some other ideas for December that are still being ironed out. The planning committee is
open to new ideas, and like to plan 6 months out. Also, they have met with GPLS to avoid
duplication, and are communicating with Julia regarding potential partnership there. Eli asked if
downloads are tracked, and they are. There were about 407 downloads after the ACRL
Framework webinar. Suggestion that Carterette team add question to post-webinar survey – how
do you hear about it?
Old Business
1. Mission Statement Discussion (Karen Manning): At the last meeting, the Membership
Committee was tasked with revising a previously drafted mission statement, so a draft was
created and sent out to the board. After receiving feedback, the committee revised it for draft
number 2. (See Appendix IV). Revisions during the meeting:
a. Change “The mission of the Georgia Library Association is to provide” to “The Georgia
Library Association provides…”.
b. End it with “Georgia.” Instead of “Georgia’s communities.”
c. Change “fostering the exchange of innovation” to “fostering innovation”.
d. Change “...through advocacy that improves, advances, and sustains…” to “...through
advocacy that advances and sustains...”
● MOTION (Eli Arnold): Eli moves to approve with corrections.
○ SECONDED (Cathy Jeffrey)
○ MOTION PASSED. Karen will send to webmaster and Bylaws Chair. Karen will send it
to Lace, who will send it out to membership.
New business
1. Strategic Plan (Lace Keaton): Lace discussed having someone from the outside assist with
GLA’s strategic planning. State Librarian Julie Walker recommended Dr. Robert Burgin as a
consultant who would come and facilitate a discussion of the future direction of the GLA with the
executive board, for $2,500 (See Appendix V). Cathy does not find consultants to be useful,

thinks we should carve out a day to do it ourselves. Ashley thinks that a consultant/outside
perspective could help with focus, and would help facilitate, since everyone has his or her own
opinion. We have to commit to implementing whatever we come up with. Lorene has worked
with Dr. Burgin when he worked with the West Georgia Regional Library System. He produces
reports and printed materials which formulate a strategic plan. Carolyn also knows him, and
attests that he keeps you on track and pulls people together. Geri recently went through strategic
planning with her library and found it helpful to get perspectives from various places. Lorene
suggested that we invite the incoming board attend this session too. Lace pointed out that it is still
early in the planning process, but wanted a proposal to bring to the board. Elizabeth
recommended involving members not on the board too, to get input from the general
membership. Discussion of when - after COMO would be best. Suggestion that we have a
discussion about this at COMO and collect written thoughts/feedback from attendees about what
members want out of the association. Angela suggested soliciting people at the gla booth. Lace
will ask Dr. Burgin how many people can attend the session without hindering productivity.
Perhaps a cross-cut of membership could be involved: some of the board, some committee chairs,
some regular membership, etc.
● MOTION (Ashley Dupuy): Hire Dr. Robert Burgin for a one day workshop to facilitate a
strategic plan for the Georgia Library Association, with a total cost not to exceed $2500, which
includes all travel lodging and meal costs.
○ SECONDED (Tamika Barnes).
○ MOTION PASSED, with one Nay vote cast by Cathy Jeffrey.
2. Handbook Revision Discussion (Rita Spisak):
a. Public Relations Section (See Appendix VI): Geri asked if can the chair appoint people,
or does the president do that? Suggestion to change the wording to assign? Does it need
to be in the handbook? Angela says yes, because you’re dealing with accounts and things.
Cathy asked about the “help guide and distribute GLA internal communications” section.
Elizabeth says the intention behind the bullet was that the PR Committee could help
punch things up, write them, add graphics. Ashley suggested changing guide to design.
General consensus of yes. Lace suggested removing “internal”. Elizabeth stated that the
line about PR working on COMO was removed because this year it’s handled outside of
the committee. Agreed that this should be kept separate from COMO.
● MOTION (Angela Megaw): Angela motions to approve with modifications.
○ SECONDED (Eli Arnold)
○ MOTION PASSED
b. Academic Library Division Section (See Appendix VII): Change term of council rep to
a 3 year term. Needed in order to serve on the ALA national committee.
● MOTION (Ashley Dupuy): Ashley moves to approve.
○ SECONDED (Ariel Turner)
○ MOTION PASSED
c. Paraprofessional Library Division: Annissa, Karen, and Sonya would like to remove the
section from article 6 about the webmaster maintaining the paraprofessional website.
Because it was not submitted through the handbook committee in advance, this will be on
the agenda for next time as old business.
d. Procedures for making changes to the handbook (See Appendix VIII): Geri voiced
concerns about the passage “At their discretion, the Handbook Committee can make
minor grammatical, phrasing, and organizational changes to the Handbook”. Concerns
over any changes being made without board approval. Discussion of the burden of

passing on minor changes to the board but agreement that all changes should be brought
before the board. Cathy suggested that this be handled annually -- the handbook
committee can be responsible for finding things that need changes and bring minor
changes to the board once a year. Page tabled for old business for next meeting.
● MOTION (Ariel Turner): Ariel moved to table to next meeting.
○ SECONDED (Eli Arnold)
○ MOTION PASSED.
e. Library Facilities Interest Group (See Appendix IX): Group was created at GLA
Midwinter after Alan Lebish petitioned the Interest Group Council. Article 2 correction –
facilities “operations” instead of “automation”.
● MOTION (Angela Megaw): Angela moves to approve.
○ SECONDED (Eli Arnold)
○ MOTION PASSED
f. Discussion of how to remove interest groups (Ashley Dupuy): No policy in place for
removal. Currently inactive groups are marked with an inactive status on the website.
g. Question about committee service (See Appendix X) – According to the bylaws, change
of term limits on committees has to be put to the membership and voted on. Discussion of
getting members active, the process of adding people to committees. Ashley suggested a
chair/vice chair system, and that we discuss this during strategic planning. Cathy
suggested that there needs to be better communication to the Vice President/President
Elect and President, so that they are aware that it’s a responsibility for them. Discussion
of the role of GLA Administrative Services, and whether or not this will be covered
under the strategic plan workshop. Discussion of when to vote on committee
service/structure changes - would be best to vote at Midwinter, but the Bylaws
Committee Chair should be consulted. Cathy would like to add to the proposal that GLA
adds a chair/vice chair structure to committees.
● MOTION (Eli Arnold): Eli moves to table.
○ SECONDED (Angela Megaw)
○ MOTION PASSED.
3. Proposed slate of officers for 2017 (Lace Keaton): (See Appendix XI).
● MOTION (Ashley Dupuy): Ashley moves to accept the slate.
○ SECONDED (Angela Megaw)
○ MOTION PASSED.
Kara will get electronic voting back up and will ask the executive board to test it.
●

MOTION (Eli Arnold): Eli moves to adjourn.
○ SECONDED (Ariel Turner)
○ MOTION PASSED.
Meeting adjourned at 12:29 PM.
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2015 ALA Annual Conference, Councilor’s Report
Councilor

Lorene Flanders, Georgia Chapter

The American Library Association’s 2015 Annual Conference was held in San Francisco, California June
25-30. The theme was “TRANSFORMING Our Libraries, Ourselves.” Over 22,000 registered, with
conference attendance exceeding that of the Las Vegas Conference in 2014 and the Chicago conference in
2013. The Midwinter Meeting will be in Boston and the Annual Conference in Orlando in 2016.
Council I
During Council I, United for Libraries encouraged libraries to fund or otherwise support membership of
trustees and friends in that national organization.
Council II
During Council II, Julius Jefferson, Jr. President of the Freedom to Read Foundation, announced that
Professor Emily Knox of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, had signed a three year
agreement to teach a course on intellectual freedom and censorship on behalf of the International
Federation of Library Associations. The first course will run August through October 2015.
Council III
During Council III, it was announced that ALA membership should increase with the formal addition of
those who are currently members-only of United for Libraries. An FY 2016 budget ceiling of
$67,087,027 was requested by the ALA Treasurer and approved by Council. Ben Hunter, Idaho Chapter
Councilor and incoming Chair of the Chapter Relations Committee, was elected to ALA’s Budget &
Planning Committee (BARC). Resolutions included one honoring Cynthia Graham Hurd of the
Charleston County Public Library, who was killed June 17, 2015, along with eight other churchgoers
Information on ALA Council and Committees, including information on Council resolutions, votes, etc. is
at http://www.ala.org/groups/committees/ala
Chapter Councilors Forum
Topics of discussion at the Chapter Councilors Forum including hosting logistics for ALA presidents and
other representatives; ideas for improving the Chapter Relations Committee; a request to share state
association information concerning organizational memberships; sharing information about reorganizing
and sharing how-to within state associations; and how feedback concerning ALA activities is shared with
state chapters. A number of Councilors discussed strategies used by their state associations to pass
knowledge to incoming officers and chairs. Several state associations hold retreats, some alternating
annual conferences with board retreats. Several states reported partnering to hold joint conferences with
other states. Delaware now partners with Maryland, for example. Ann Hamilton, former Georgia Chapter
Councilor and the current chair of the Chapter Relations Committee, attended the forum. She indicated
that members of the Committee must now be members of a state chapter, but do not have to be
Councilors. Pamela Hickson-Stevenson, Ohio Chapter Councilor, shared her blog, through which she
provides updates on Council actions and discussions. https://alaohchapcoun.wordpress.com/
ALA Past President Courtney Young to Be Guest of GLA

ALA past President Courtney Young will be a guest of GLA at COMO 2015, co-presenting with Lorene
Flanders and Amy Ecklund. Amy Ecklund will succeed Lorene Flanders as Georgia Chapter Councilor in
2016. She attended Councilor training in Chicago during the 2015 Midwinter Meeting. “Adventures in
Leadership: Libraries as Change Agents in the Quest for Success,” will be an interactive discussion on
leadership in our profession, our communities, and our educational institutions. ALA’s Libraries
Transforming Communities and its Career Development Facilitator initiatives support libraries in defining
community aspirations and serving as change agents.
ALA Midwinter Meeting 2017 in Atlanta
Atlanta will host the 2017 Midwinter Meeting January 20-25. A complimentary booth, registrations for
two officers, special invitations, free meeting space, opportunities to host preconferences, tours, and to
sell items, are available to state chapters. Further information on Host Chapter Benefits for state
chapters whose states host ALA Annual or Midwinter meetings is at
http://www.ala.org/groups/affiliates/chapters/chapterdocuments/chaptersandconference
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